Most contemporary cochlear implant (CI) processing strategies discard acoustic temporal fine structure (TFS) information, and this may contribute to the observed deficits in bilateral CI listeners' ability to localize sounds when compared to normal hearing listeners. Additionally, for best speech envelope representation, most contemporary speech processing strategies use high-rate carriers (!900 Hz) that exceed the limit for interaural pulse timing to provide useful binaural information. Many bilateral CI listeners are sensitive to interaural time differences (ITDs) in low-rate (<300 Hz) constant-amplitude pulse trains. This study explored the trade-off between superior speech temporal envelope representation with high-rate carriers and binaural pulse timing sensitivity with low-rate carriers. The effects of carrier pulse rate and pulse timing on ITD discrimination, ITD lateralization, and speech recognition in quiet were examined in eight bilateral CI listeners. Stimuli consisted of speech tokens processed at different electrical stimulation rates, and pulse timings that either preserved or did not preserve acoustic TFS cues. Results showed that CI listeners were able to use low-rate pulse timing cues derived from acoustic TFS when presented redundantly on multiple electrodes for ITD discrimination and lateralization of speech stimuli.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cochlear implants (CIs) have provided hearing to hundreds of thousands of people worldwide who have severe-toprofound hearing loss. This technology has progressed from the single-electrode implant, which merely provided lip reading cues and sensation of sound, to present-day multichannel devices, which can give some users excellent openset speech recognition in quiet without lip reading. A timely question is whether there are feasible approaches that will enable the closing of the performance gap between CI users and normal hearing (NH) listeners. Electric hearing is not equivalent to normal hearing because the activation of the auditory nerve by CI electrode currents is not faithful to the pattern produced by normal physiological mechanisms (e.g., Moore, 2003) . Notably, electric stimulation lacks the spatial and temporal resolution of NH mechanisms (Rubinstein and Miller, 1999) , factors that are known to contribute to the degraded ability of CI users to understand speech in noise and localize sounds. Therefore, improving the spatial and temporal resolution of CI electric stimulation should improve users' hearing abilities.
A commonly used signal decomposition technique is to separate narrowband sounds' temporal envelopes from temporal fine structure (TFS) (e.g., Smith et al., 2002) . It has been found that speech is remarkably robust under signal degradation, and that speech understanding in quiet requires only a few spectrally contiguous channels of envelope information (Shannon et al., 1995) . Cochlear implants, with their relatively small number of available independent perceptual channels (about seven, Friesen et al., 2001) , have exploited that finding, representing sound envelopes by amplitudemodulating electrical pulse train carriers and discarding TFS information. Cochlear implant users have thus enjoyed much success for the case of speech in quiet, but less so for speech in noise and sound localization (van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003) .
Much of NH listeners' ability to localize sounds relies heavily on the interaural time difference (ITD) information carried by acoustic TFS at frequencies below 1.5 kHz (Wightman and Kistler, 1992; Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002; Brughera et al., 2013) . Additionally, the ability of NH listeners to segregate target talkers and competing maskers by location is known to be important for understanding speech in noise (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988; Hawley et al., 2004) . This phenomenon, known as spatial release from masking (SRM), also largely depends on receiving ITDs carried by low-frequency TFS (Kidd et al., 2010) . With electric hearing, in the absence of TFS information, interaural level differences a) Portions of this work were previously presented in poster form at the Conference on Implantable Auditory Prostheses, Pacific Grove, CA, July 2013. b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
litovsky@waisman.wisc.edu (ILDs) and envelope ITDs are the only binaural cues available to bilateral CI listeners for spatially identifying sounds. These cues alone may be inadequate to achieve spatial release from masking (van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; Ihlefeld and Litovsky, 2012) . Therefore CI listeners' difficulty in listening conditions other than speech in quiet is likely due in part to the discarding of acoustic TFS by most of today's CI processing strategies, and it may be beneficial to reproduce acoustic TFS information in CIs' electrical signals.
In the normal auditory system, TFS is thought to be encoded in the timing of nerve firings that "phase lock" to mechanical oscillations of the basilar membrane produced by a sound. At electrical stimulation rates below several thousand pulses per second, a CI's current pulses induce "super" phase locking, whereby the auditory nerves fire synchronously with every current pulse (Kiang and Moxon, 1972) . Therefore, acoustic TFS should be able to be accurately encoded by timing CI stimulating pulses to a given phase of the acoustic signal. Currently in CIs, constant-and high-rate (!900 Hz) pulse trains are typically used to represent speech envelopes as faithfully as possible (Loizou et al., 2000; Galvin and Fu, 2005) . While these rates are within the range of phase-locking of the auditory nerve to electric stimulation, they are beyond the range of pulse timing sensitivity for ITD (Majdak et al., 2006; van Hoesel et al., 2009 ) and rate discrimination (Carlyon et al., 2010; but see Goldsworth and Shannon, 2014) . Introduction of low-rate (<300 Hz) TFS information in the current pulse timing could enable the preservation of low-frequency TFS ITD cues, which may be critical for improved sound localization and speech understanding in noise by producing SRM.
Besides the loss of TFS information, there may be additional negative consequences to using constant-rate pulse trains for electrical stimulation in CIs. Supernatural phaselocking of the auditory nerve to constant-rate pulse trains impedes the natural stochasticity in the timing of nerve firings. Temporal jitter may be important to some NH mechanisms responsible for dynamic range, and there have been attempts to restore it Chatterjee and Robert, 2001; Litvak et al., 2001) . Furthermore, the use of constant-rate pulse trains in CIs may lead to adaptation, wherein the nervous system disregards a repetitive signal, reducing the signal's information transfer capacity (Smith, 1979; Laback and Majdak, 2008) .
There have been recent advances in CI processing that include attempts to address these deficits by timing the stimulating current pulses on a given electrode to represent acoustic TFS information in that particular channel (Zierhofer, 2003; van Hoesel, 2004; Nie et al., 2005; Sit et al., 2007) . Some listeners occasionally report preference for strategies that deliberately time the individual pulses to follow fine-structure over conventional constant-rate strategies. However, following their take-home familiarization periods, results have not shown evidence of any significant benefits relative to other clinical strategies (Arnoldner et al., 2007; Riss et al., 2009; Schatzer et al., 2010; Vermeire et al., 2010) . Additionally, although sensitivity to ITDs has been measured in bilaterally-implanted CI listeners (van Hoesel and Clark, 1997; van Hoesel et al., 2009; Litovsky et al., 2010; Litovsky et al., 2012) , several studies that have investigated binaural benefits due to pulse timing derived from speech signals' acoustic TFS show no clear benefits of TFS-timed pulses (van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; van Hoesel et al., 2008) . However, previous investigations into pulse timing sensitivity may have been confounded by the effects of current spread and the inclusion of ILDs. The present study used direct stimulation techniques and explicitly excluded ILD cues, leaving pulse timing and envelope ITDs as the only available cues for localization. With the goal of identifying a set of processing parameters that allow for both speech understanding and ITD sensitivity, we systematically examined the effects of channel pulse rate and pulse timing on ITD discrimination, ITD lateralization, and speech recognition of multi-channel speech stimuli. Results from these tests, conducted in quiet, may aid in the pursuit of better localization and understanding of speech in noise with bilateral CIs.
Given that ongoing ITD cues are most salient at low rates and ITD sensitivity diminishes at pulse rates above 300 Hz, and that high-rate pulse trains are superior at faithfully representing speech envelopes, a trade-off exists between speech understanding and ITD sensitivity. The present study has examined this trade-off by testing speech understanding and ITD sensitivity using direct stimulation with eight-channel speech stimuli at three electrical stimulation rate combinations: (1) low rates (100-173 Hz) on all channels, (2) low rates on four apical channels and high rates (894-1547 Hz) on four basal channels, and (3) high rates on all channels. A novel TFS-retaining strategy (Churchill, 2014) was tested against a conventional strategy, continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) (Wilson et al., 1991) . By testing with both the TFS and CIS strategies, we were able to compare listeners' sensitivity to envelope and TFS ITDs across the three rate combinations. In order to test exclusively the effect of pulse timing, for a given rate combination and stimulus token, the TFS and CIS strategies were designed such that each produced a stimulus with the same average pulse rate.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental protocols
Eight bilateral CI users (see Table I ) each performed the following three tasks: closed-set speech recognition using four-or five-word sentences, lateralization of single-word stimuli, and left/right discrimination of single-word stimuli. All listeners normally wore Cochlear Ltd. (Sydney, Australia) devices using the Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) speech strategy at a pulse rate !900 Hz. However, for these experiments, listeners used special bilaterally-synchronized research processors (Cochlear L34 speech processors) that were attached to a personal computer and controlled by custom software run in MATLAB (the Mathworks, Natick, MA). Each of these listeners had demonstrated ITD sensitivity in previous experiments at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Listener responses were collected via a graphical user interface on a touchscreen, and correct-answer visual feedback was provided following each trial. Two processing strategies and three stimulation rate combinations were tested in every task (2 Â 3 ¼ 6 total conditions). For the speech recognition task, a given sentence was constructed using one of the six permutations of rate combination and strategy. The presentation order of the six permutation conditions was randomized among trials for all tasks. A test session for a given task lasted approximately 20 min, and the order of tasks conducted was interleaved so as to support listener alertness and engagement. Informed consent was obtained, and listeners were monetarily compensated for their participation. All procedures were approved by the University of Wisconsin's Human Subjects Institutional Review Board.
For the speech recognition task, listeners were asked to identify each of the four or five words in a low-context sentence, e.g., "Mike bought five cards," "Jill lost four red hats," etc. Sentences were those spoken by Male #1 from the Kidd et al. (2008) corpus. Target stimuli were presented from 0 azimuth, i.e., with an ITD of zero. All words were weighted identically in scoring percent correct. For the lateralization task, listeners identified the perceived azimuthal location of the presented stimulus. Lateralization stimuli consisted of the names from the above sentence corpus, and the applied ITDs were calculated from head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) of the KEMAR manikin (Algazi et al., 2001) for source azimuths from À70 to þ70 in 10 increments for most listeners, and from À50 to þ50 in 10 increments and 690 for two earlier listeners (IAJ and IBF). For the discrimination task, listeners performed a two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice task in which they indicated whether the stimulus' perceived location moved from right-to-left or from left-to-right between two presentations of the same speech token. The second interval contained an ITD opposite of that contained in the first; listeners discriminated positive and negative ITDs of 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 ls. Discrimination stimuli also consisted of names from the sentence corpus used in the speech recognition task.
Prior to testing, new research maps were created for each listener. This was done to find threshold and comfortable current levels for all active electrodes in left and right implants at rates representative of low-and high-rate test stimuli: 150 and 1500 Hz, respectively. This mapping is in many ways similar to the procedure performed by the listeners' audiologists for their clinical devices. Stimulation consisted of 300-ms trains of monopolar, biphasic current pulses with phase durations of 25 ls and an interphase interval of 8 ls. Next, current amplitude levels were adjusted to produce equal loudness sensations for all electrodes at comfortablelevel stimulation at both high and low rates. This was performed by sequentially activating five electrodes and asking the listener to indicate which intervals needed to be adjusted in order to make them all have the same perceived loudness. This procedure was repeated until all electrodes were at equal loudness. Finally, levels on each electrode pair were adjusted to produce ILD-centered auditory images. Electrode pairs were activated simultaneously, and listeners provided feedback to the experimenter as to whether the auditory image was centered or to the left or right, following which the experimenter would adjust the levels to produce a more centered auditory image. Because place-pitch matching of left/right electrodes has been found to be important for ITD sensitivity (van Hoesel et al., 2008; Poon et al., 2009; Kan et al., 2013) , eight binaurally pitch-matched electrode pairs were selected for the presentation of the test stimuli. Pitch-matched electrode pairs were selected based on data collected from these listeners in ongoing experiments in the lab, wherein the listeners performed direct pitch comparisons for numerous pairs of electrodes . The electrode pairs used for each listener are shown in Table I .
For speech recognition in quiet, 100 words (20 or 25 sentence trials) were presented for each strategy and rate combination, resulting in a total of 600 individual wordstrategy-rate combination trials. In order to minimize ceiling or floor effects, resulting percent correct scores were arcsine-transformed (Studebaker, 1985) prior to analyses. For ITD discrimination, at least 40 repetitions were collected on at least four-point ITD psychometric functions for each strategy and rate combination. Logistic function psychometric curves (Wichman and Hill, 2001) were fitted through ITD discrimination percent correct points to calculate justnoticeable differences (JNDs, 71% correct) for each listener and also for pooled response data. Some listeners showed no ITD discrimination sensitivity with the CIS strategy for several rate combinations, and these JNDs are reported as "not measurable." For ITD lateralization, 10 repetitions were collected for each strategy, rate combination, and azimuth. Linear best-fit psychometric functions (response azimuths as functions of input azimuths) were calculated for each listener and also for pooled responses. The slopes of these inputoutput functions characterize the listeners' ability to use the available cues and are used here as the primary metrics of lateralization ability. , 3, 6, 9, 13, 15, 18, 20 3, 5, 8, 11, 14, 18, 20, 22 IBF 61 14 5/7 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21 3, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22 IBK 73 8 10/4 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 20 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 22 IBM 59 16 3/7 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22 IBN 66 50 3/13 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 18, 20 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20, 22 IBR 59 22 3/9 2, 4, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21 2, 4, 7, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 ICD 56 40 4/10 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 17, 20, 22 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 15, 18, 20 ICM 60 29 3/1 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 20 3, 5, 7, 11, 14, 17, 20, 22 B. Processing strategies Figure 1 shows a block diagram representing the signal processing steps described below. Following the application of ITDs between the left and right channels, stimuli were resampled from 44.1 to 100 kHz, and henceforth each channel was processed separately. This independence of left/right processing could allow for implementation on non-linked processors, but the assurance of controlled, synchronous stimulation would be tenuous. As described below, envelopes and TFS were extracted using separate techniques.
A short-time Fourier transform-based method was used for envelope extraction. Preliminary testing indicated that listeners found speech more intelligible using this method than when using rectify-and-filter time-domain methods. Stimuli were first buffered into 512-point (5.12 ms) slices with a 256-point (2.56 ms) overlap between adjacent time slices. Next, a 512-point Blackman window was applied on each time slice, and a 512-point Fourier transform was performed on each time slice. In order to obtain eight envelope channels between 200 Hz and 16 kHz, nine logarithmicallyspaced bin corners were chosen. The signal envelopes were calculated by summing the spectral magnitudes within the logarithmic corners assigned to each channel at each time slice. The resulting envelope was up-sampled by a factor of 256 in order to match the time resolution of pulse timing information. This resulted in a 100 kHz-sampled envelope for each of the eight channels and for each ear.
Pulse timing information was extracted from the signal at each ear in two bands, a low-rate band (100-173 Hz) and a high-rate band (894-1547 Hz). It should be noted that these bands are unrelated to the channels used in the envelope extraction and are based on a logarithmic spacing of eight channels between 100 Hz and 8 kHz. The use of only two bands for calculating the pulse timing information provided redundancy across stimulation channels. Preliminary testing had indicated that redundant TFS cues were more salient than independent TFS cues calculated for each channel. Filtering was performed on the signal at each band with third-order Butterworth filters using forward-and-reverse filtering, a zero phase-shift technique which doubles the effective filter order. Next, a Hilbert transform was performed on the output of each of the two bands on each side to generate the analytic signal. Then, the positive-going zero-crossings of the phase of the analytic signal were extracted. This process yielded 100-kHz sampled vectors consisting of ones at the positive-going zero-crossings and zeroes elsewhere. The output of this processing consisted of one low-rate and one high-rate pulse timing vector for each ear, where the pulses were aligned to the peaks of the original signal at each band. We chose to derive the pulse timing information from the zero-crossings of the phase of the analytic signal rather than directly from the zero-crossings of the real signal because results from Monte Carlo simulations found that the zerocrossings of the real signal were roughly 4% more susceptible to timing corruption in the presence of additive white noise. The constant-rate pulse timing vectors for the corresponding CIS-processed stimuli were created by calculating the average pulse rate of each TFS-based timing vector, and creating constant-rate pulse timing vectors based on these average rates.
Pulse timing vectors (high-and/or low-rate, TFS-based or constant-rate CIS) were then modulated by the appropriate envelopes based on the strategy and rate combination to be presented on a given trial. For the low-rate stimuli, all eight stereo channels' envelopes modulated the corresponding left and right low-rate pulse timing vectors. For the highrate stimuli, all eight channels' envelopes modulated the corresponding left and right high-rate pulse timing vectors. For the mixed-rate stimuli, the four apical (low frequency) channels' envelopes modulated the low-rate pulse timing vectors, and the four basal (high frequency) channels' envelopes modulated the high-rate pulse timing vectors. Modulated pulse timing vectors were then resampled into 70-ls wide bins and power-law compressed (exponent ¼ 1/3) into current levels between the listeners' threshold and comfort levels. Interleaving across electrodes was as follows for both TFS and CIS conditions (electrodes numbered 1 to 8 apical to basal): 1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8. Figure 2 shows an example electrodogram segment from a mixed-rate, TFS-strategy stimulus token for one ear. Stimuli were generated prior to listeners beginning the experiments. Table II shows stimulus pulse rate means and standard deviations for each task and rate combination.
III. RESULTS
Figure 3(A) shows results from the speech recognition task in quiet. Listeners' average percent correct scores are shown for each strategy and rate combination. The rightmost sets of bars also show averages across rates for each strategy, and across strategies for each rate combination. One-way, within-subject analyses of variance (ANOVAs) conducted for strategy, rate combination, and the interaction of strategy and rate combination found significant effects of Combining the data for all listeners and rate combinations, planned post hoc Bonferroni-corrected twotailed paired t-tests indicated that scores with high-rate stimuli were larger than with mixed (p ¼ 0.012) or low rates (p < 0.001) and that scores with mixed stimulation rates were larger than scores with low rates (p ¼ 0.002). Planned, two-tailed, paired t-test of scores grouped by strategy indicated that scores with the TFS strategy were larger overall than those with the CIS strategy (p ¼ 0.029). In summary, high stimulation rates resulted in better speech understanding, while at low and mixed rates, TFS pulse timing appeared to contribute positively to speech understanding. Figure 3 (B) shows the averaged slopes of the lateralization psychometric function, and Fig. 4 shows two examples of individual listener average response data. Higher slopes indicate better sensitivity to ITDs. As can be seen from the lateralization curves plotted in Fig. 4 , stimuli with low-rate, TFS-timed pulses produced the widest range of position responses and the largest psychometric function slopes, whereas stimuli with no pulse timing cues resulted in response curves with small slopes. Individual listeners' psychometric functions were analyzed to derive function slopes, correlation values, and significance levels, which are shown in Table III . Positive and significant slopes (p < 0.01) were observed for all listeners with low-and mixed-rate TFSprocessed stimuli, indicating that listeners were able to use low-rate pulse timing for lateralization. One-way, within-subjects ANOVAs were conducted on lateralization slopes for strategy, rate combination, and their interaction. These analyses revealed significant effects of strategy [F (1,7) ¼ 47.1, p < 0.001], rate combination [F (2,14) ¼ 10.0, p ¼ 0.002], and the interaction term [F (5,35) ¼ 27.2, p < 0.001]. Planned post hoc Bonferroni-corrected two-tailed paired t-tests between all possible combinations of strategy and rates (15 total) revealed that low-rate and mixed-rate TFS-processed stimuli resulted in higher lateralization slopes than any other conditions (p < 0.05) and that high-rate TFS-processed stimuli resulted in higher lateralization slopes than low-rate CIS-processed stimuli (p < 0.05). A planned two-tailed paired t-test of lateralization slopes grouped by strategy indicated that slopes with the TFS strategy were larger overall than those with the CIS strategy (p < 0.001). Planned Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests of slopes grouped by rate combination revealed no differences. In summary, these findings indicate that listeners were able to use low-and mixed-rate TFS-timed pulses to lateralize speech stimuli.
Figure 3(C) shows average JNDs for opposite-signed ITD pairs. At low and mixed rates, listeners had better (lower) JNDs with TFS-processed stimuli than with CISprocessed stimuli, but these JNDs converged at high rates. One-way, within-subjects ANOVAs were conducted on discrimination JNDs for strategy, rate combination, and their interaction. These analyses revealed significant effects of strategy [F (1,7) ¼ 66.3, p < 0.001] and the interaction term [F (5,35) ¼ 17.6, p < 0.001]. Planned post hoc Bonferronicorrected two-tailed paired t-tests between all combinations of strategy and rates revealed that low-rate, TFS-processed stimuli produced lower discrimination JNDs than either lowrate or mixed-rate CIS-processed stimuli (p < 0.01), and that mixed-rate, TFS-processed stimuli produced lower JNDs than either low-rate (p < 0.01) or mixed-rate (p < 0.05) CISprocessed stimuli. A planned two-tailed paired t-test of JNDs grouped by strategy indicated that JNDs with the TFS strategy were lower overall than those with the CIS strategy (p < 0.001). T-tests of JNDs grouped by rate combination revealed no differences. In summary, listeners were able to use low-and mixed-rate TFS-timed pulses to discriminate ITDs in speech stimuli.
Overall, listeners performed better or equally with TFSprocessed stimuli versus CIS-processed stimuli on all tasks. Compared to results obtained with the CIS strategy, the TFS strategy showed improved discrimination and lateralization scores without significant detriment to speech scores. Figure 5 shows relationships among the three measures whose averages are plotted in Fig. 3 . Figure 5 (A) demonstrates the relationship between lateralization and discrimination ability; larger slopes correlated with lower JNDs (R 2 ¼ 0.454, p < 0.001). Best overall spatial hearing ability, i.e., lower discrimination JNDs and larger lateralization slopes, is indicated by data points in the lower-right corner of the plot. Figures  5(B) and 5(C) illustrate the trade-off between ITD sensitivity at low rates and superior speech recognition at high rates. In Fig. 5(B) , the ideal combination of scores (high lateralization slopes and speech recognition scores) is indicated by points approaching the upper-right corner. In Fig. 5(C) , low JNDs and high speech recognition percent correct are indicated by points approaching the lower-right corner of the plot. These "ideal" performance regions are populated by only a few data points, e.g., IBM with low rates and IBF with mixed rates on Fig. 5(B) . However, these points are exclusively from the low-rate and mixed-rate TFS-processed stimuli, and it is evident that overall, the TFS strategy more closely approaches these ideal performance regions than the CIS strategy. Even though there is large between-listener variability, a low-or mixed-rate TFS strategy may provide the optimal set of cues for spatial hearing and speech recognition in quiet for some listeners.
The listeners had no familiarization exposure to the stimuli prior to testing. In order to assess learning effects on the speech recognition task in quiet, the response data for each listener were organized chronologically and a cumulative correct function (CCF) was generated as a function of trial number t for each strategy/ rate combination condition and for each strategy summed across rate combinations: 
where TC(t 0 ) (trial correct) is equal to one if the listener responded correctly on trial t 0 and zero otherwise. The following three models were used to fit the CCFs:
where b l and b q are the linear and quadratic coefficients, respectively. Model A represents the CCF as a pure linear function in trial number t, and ignores any improvements in performance over time. Model B represents the CCF as a pure quadratic function in trial number and assumes no base level of understanding. Model C represents the CCF as a sum of linear and quadratic terms in trial number. It assumes a base of speech understanding would provide a linear increase in number correct with trial number and learning effects are represented by a quadratic term in trial number. Two-tailed t-tests of model coefficients found that both models A and C showed larger b l values for the TFS strategy in the mixed-rate condition (P ¼ 0.0486 and P ¼ 0.0036, respectively). These results suggest that there was no significant difference in rates of learning the two strategies, but that speech understanding was easier with the TFS strategy than the CIS strategy in the mixed-rate condition, a prediction reflected in the final percents correct for these conditions.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results reported here show that redundant, low-rate pulse timing on multiple channels can carry useful ITD information for lateralization and discrimination of speech stimuli with bilateral CIs, even when mixed with high rates on some channels (see Figs. 3-5) . The results also show that this useful pulse timing information can be calculated directly from the signals' TFS. Furthermore, the results characterize the trade-off between lateralization abilities and speech recognition in quiet as different pulse rates and processing strategies are used. From the depiction of this tradeoff in panels (B) and (C) of Fig. 5 , it is clear that the TFSprocessed stimuli are better than CIS-processed stimuli for providing some listeners with both speech and localization cues. However, a single strategy and rate combination did not stand out as the universal best parameter set. While for one listener, the best strategy/rate combination was low-rate TFS, for another listener, the ideal combination may be mixed-rate TFS. Ideal parameter settings are not consistent across all CI users and listening conditions, but these results suggest that bilateral CI listeners may benefit from the inclusion of low-rate or multi-rate, TFS-timed strategies with their clinical maps. A minor issue confounding these results is that summation of loudness across electrodes may vary depending on stimulation strategy and rate. While most of the current knowledge on loudness summation is based on periodic stimulation, it is unclear how aperiodic stimulation affects loudness summation, both unilaterally and bilaterally. Efforts were made to reduce loudness differences across the different rate conditions prior to testing, and no subject reported appreciable loudness differences across the different rate conditions. Hence, we believe that performance was not largely affected by small loudness differences.
While it is apparent that the listeners tested here could lateralize stimuli due to their sensitivity to ITDs in the pulse timing, it is important to note that we deliberately ignored a dominant spatial cue for CI listeners, ILDs. Three listeners (IAJ, IBF, and IBK) also completed lateralization testing in which the stimuli contained the full set of lateral cues available in the KEMAR HRTFs, i.e., ITDs and ILDs. However, the strategies used for this subset of testing were different from those tested in the other tasks; this CIS strategy used 1000-Hz constant-rate pulse trains on all channels, and this TFS strategy used pulse timings determined independently for each channel. Therefore, pulse timing cues may not have been as accessible with this "per-channel TFS" strategy. Average listener responses for these and the present study's ITD-only lateralization tests are shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen by comparing the nearly indistinguishable sigmoidal response patterns for these two strategies (Fig. 6, top row) , it appears that pulse timing ITDs did not contribute significantly to improving lateralization when both ITDs and ILDs were available. Comparing responses to stimuli with ITD and ILD cues (Fig. 6, top row) to responses to stimuli with only ITD cues (Fig. 6, bottom row) , we see that the inclusion of ILD cues resulted in steeper slopes, but also produced the characteristic hemispherical sensitivity displayed by CI listeners in free-field studies. This pattern of hemispherical sensitivity might be broken by the inclusion of prominent and redundant low-rate ITD cues in the pulse timing.
Free-field and direct-connect studies have previously shown that for speech in noise, bilateral CI listeners benefit from having two implants in several ways (van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; Schleich et al., 2004; Litovsky et al., 2006; Litovsky et al., 2009; Loizou et al., 2009 ). First, they may attend to their better ear, the ear with a more favorable SNR, taking advantage of monaural head shadow effects for 4-5 dB of improvement. Second, some listeners may also exhibit an additional 1-2 dB binaural benefit. Since speech TFS cues are normally unavailable, this binaural benefit is thought to be derived from ILDs and/or envelope ITDs. Whereas NH listeners show robust spatial release from masking with symmetrically separated maskers, other work has shown that bilateral CI users perform poorly on conditions in which maskers are symmetrically distributed and monaural head shadow cues are minimal or absent . Some studies have also compared listeners' ILD and ITD sensitivities, finding that bilateral CI listeners are vastly more sensitive to natural ILD cues than natural ITD cues (van Hoesel and Tyler, 2003; Litovsky et al., 2010) . Direct stimulation experiments by Long et al. (2006) and Lu et al. (2010) found that binaural unmasking of non-speech signals could be achieved with envelope decorrelation alone, but did not investigate the effects of TFS. Loizou et al. (2009) examined spatial release from masking in bilateral CI listeners by presenting listeners speech and informational masker stimuli through the auxiliary ports of bilaterally linked research processors, but found no binaural advantage for spatial release from masking with a conventional constant-rate strategy. The authors suggested that this lack of binaural advantage arises from poor ITD sensitivity, poor spectral resolution, and/or binaural mismatch.
The current study has attempted to avoid binaural mismatch, and the enhancement of ITD sensitivity with our TFS-processed stimuli may provide the necessary cues for spatial release from masking. van Hoesel et al. (2008) investigated the use of target ITDs for speech unmasking with several processing strategies, including one that represented per-channel TFS in pulse timing at several low-frequency apical electrodes. This strategy, peak-derived timing (PDT), preserves TFS cues by timing pulses to the positive peaks in the output of each channel's filter (van Hoesel, 2004) . The study found no binaural speech unmasking when applying a 700-ls ITD to the target signal in the presence of a masker presented from the front (ITD ¼ 0 ls). That study also investigated free-field lateralization of click train stimuli, and found no significant differences among PDT, ACE, and CIS. However, the inclusion of ILD cues in free-field lateralization testing likely masked the impact of pulse timing ITDs. Thus, ILD cues may be more usable for binaural unmasking because CI users appear to be more sensitive to ILDs when either ILD or ITD cues are isolated and presented with fidelity, and because ILD cues are currently more readily available in clinical speech processors. As mentioned in the conclusion of van Hoesel et al. (2008) , several details of the implementation of the PDT strategy may have adversely affected the utility of pulse timing for ITD sensitivity: (1) the use of 19 channels virtually ensures that current spread will produce channel cross-talk, blurring the presentation of ITDs from adjacent electrodes; (2) the use of channel-unique derivation of pulse timing and placing the lowest filter corner frequency at 250 Hz allows only a few of the most apical electrodes to carry ITDs at usable low rates; and (3) even usable (low-rate) ITD information is presented by unique pulse trains at each electrode, and therefore cues may be inconsistent, a serious confound if current spread is considered, in which case adjacent channels' pulse timing may have provided conflicting or confusing cues to surviving auditory nerve populations in a region of current spread overlap. Hence, ITD information presented to listeners in that study may not have been carried under optimal conditions, and superior conveyance of ITDs may have provided more usable cues. Despite the apparent dominance of ILDs in CI spatial hearing, the addition of accessible and possibly redundant ITD information may provide the cues necessary for stream segregation and spatial release from masking (Ihlefeld and Litovsky, 2012) . FIG. 6 . Average lateralization responses from three listeners who completed lateralization of stimuli with ITD cues only (TFS strategy only, bottom row) and also with all HRTF cues (top row). The CIS strategy with full HRTF cues used 1000 Hz pulse trains on all electrodes, and the TFS strategy with full HRTF cues used pulse timing derived uniquely from the TFS of each channel.
The current results have shown stronger evidence for the binaural benefit of TFS-timed pulses than these earlier experiments. This may be due to differences in methodology or signal processing. First, the deleterious effects of spectral mismatch across ears due to electrode placement and current spread are thought to have been major factors in the observed reduced ability of bilateral CI listeners to utilize deliberately presented interaural TFS information (Poon et al., 2009; Kan et al., 2013) . The present study attempted to minimize these effects by stimulating on pitch-matched electrode pairs. Furthermore, the use of only eight electrode pairs allowed for the physical separation of active electrodes, in order to reduce the possible effects of channel interaction due to current spread. Additionally, the present study avoided the potential confounds associated with the presentation of usable ITDs mentioned above by using low-rate (<200 Hz) pulse timing cues which were redundant across multiple electrodes. The data presented in Fig. 6 and discussed above were collected using a TFS strategy that was very similar to PDT in that each electrode's pulse timing was determined from the acoustic TFS in the corresponding channel. The similarity of results with these two strategies suggests that in each case, CI listeners were not benefiting from the added pulse timing information. The most likely impediments to using pulse timing ITDs were the presence of high rates in most of the channels and that the two channels carrying usable (<500 Hz) pulse timing information, the two most apical channels, were carrying the ITD cue at different rates. Overlap, due to current spread, between these two channels with different rates may possibly lead to less salient ITD cues compared to two channels with a common rate, because a common rate would provide some redundancy across channels, as well as a consistent interchannel interference. The use of direct stimulation allows for excellent control of variables, and fills the gap between experiments using direct stimulation with modulated signals and free field experiments with clinical processors on a spectrum of realism. Among binaural CI direct stimulation experiments, the present one falls on the "realistic" side of that spectrum in the following ways. First, the CI signal processing is carried-out independently for left and right channels, and could theoretically be implemented on unlinked processors. Second, the use of speech stimuli for discrimination and lateralization reflects that speech is among the most commonly encountered acoustic signals of interest outside of the testing booth. Though its understanding can be achieved even when highly degraded, speech is a complex sound, with myriad temporal and spectral subtleties which contribute to its perceived qualities. It is highly encouraging that the TFS strategy used here could extract usable pulse timing information from the acoustic TFS of speech and that ITDs could be perceived even when imbedded in streams of dynamically changing rate. However, in order to study the effects of pulse timing on binaural hearing, we chose to introduce a rather large artificiality by including only ITD cues. As discussed above, the presence of ILD cues may overshadow the benefit from ITD cues in more realistic listening situations, and would certainly have complicated the determination of pulse timing utility in these experiments.
The trade-off between better speech recognition at high rates and better pulse timing sensitivity at low rates presents a conundrum, and it may be instructive to discuss the underlying mechanisms. Envelope fluctuations may be better represented by high rate pulse trains due to two factors. First, a higher pulse rate represents a higher sampling rate, so that high frequency fluctuations will be more faithfully represented to the auditory nerve. The other factor is less obvious. In this study, the current levels at which stimuli are comfortable were found to be about 10-20 current units lower with high rates than with low rates. The drop in thresholds, though, was usually found to be greater, around 30-40 current units. Thus, the dynamic range for high rates can be 10-30 current units larger than for low rates, which is a 20% to 100% increase. This larger dynamic range may be responsible for superior envelope representation and speech understanding with high-rate stimulation. It is unknown which of these two phenomena dominates the improvement in speech understanding at high rates, but the answer may have implications for any implementation of low-rate stimulation for improved spatial hearing and suggests that additional techniques, such as pulse width modulation, may be needed to play a role in improving dynamic range for better envelope representation with low rates.
The current results indicate that CI listeners' spatial hearing improves without severe detriment to speech understanding in quiet when given binaural pulse timing cues at low and mixed rates. This finding suggests that some bilateral CI listeners may benefit from the inclusion of low-and/ or mixed-rate TFS-derived pulse timing. However, it is unknown how the TFS and CIS strategies presented here would compare in realistic listening conditions, where listeners are also provided ILD and spectral tilt cues. Due to the independence of bilateral processing steps, we expect that the TFS strategy described here would provide the same ITD cues if it were implemented on independent bilateral processors. Additionally, although not directly tested here, the TFS strategy should have the ability to better represent f 0 information, which could improve speech understanding in complex listening environments. Several research questions not addressed here are whether the localization abilities provided by this TFS strategy can produce spatial release from masking and whether melody recognition and music appreciation improve with this TFS strategy. These two important research avenues merit attention.
V. CONCLUSION
The results from this experiment show that pulse timing can be a useful cue at low stimulation rates for ITD lateralization and discrimination of speech sounds with bilateral CIs. Pulse timing cues here derived from acoustic TFS were observed to be most useful when obtained from a lowfrequency channel, resulting in low rates, and retained significant utility when presented on four apical electrodes in conjunction with high rates on four basal electrodes. Additionally, listeners generally understood speech in quiet better when TFS-derived pulse timing cues were present, even though the TFS was not extracted from the same channels as the envelopes. Given the fact that these listeners are normally deprived of pulse timing cues representative of acoustic TFS, one would expect that their observed sensitivity to these cues might be lower here than if the listeners were routinely exposed to them. The tendencies observed here regarding differences in performance among listeners with different strategies and rate combinations suggest that future clinical devices should include processing strategies which preserve acoustic TFS information in pulse timing and perhaps have options for different rate combination settings.
